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Abstract
T he purpose of this column is to provide government information scholars and students
with a broad overview of recent publications about government information from the
literature of librarianship, archives, information technology management, public policy,
and law. Given the volume of literature produced in this field, a columnist cannot claim
comprehensive coverage. T his column seeks to provide a broad, representative survey of
literature that illustrates significant trends in the field.
Entries were identified through searches of bibliographic databases such as Library
Literature, PAIS International, Ebsco Academic Elite, The Index to Legal
Periodicals and Books, Science Direct, Westlaw's JLR database, WorldCat, and from
manual scans of journals, newsletters, and Internet sites. Citations are to monographs
and serials, journal and periodical articles, books, newsletters, and Internet sites.
Coverage for this edition of the column includes items from both 2001 and 2002. Each
citation is listed once under its primary topic and annotated if its content cannot be
adequately determined from the title. Book reviews and Internet site reviews are

adequately determined from the title. Book reviews and Internet site reviews are
generally excluded.
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Material for this column is grouped into the following categories: Freedom of Information/Secrecy,
E-Gov/Technology, Archives/Libraries/History, Government Printing Office, Federal, State/Local,
and International.
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